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ABSTRACT
Consider this simple question: how can a network operator identify the set of routes that pass through its network? Answering this question is surprisingly hard: BGP only informs an operator about a limited set of routes. By observing traffic, an operator can only conclude that a particular route passes through its network – but not that a route does not pass through its network. We approach this problem as one of statistical inference, bringing varying levels of additional information to bear: (1) the existence of traffic, and (2) the limited set of publicly available routing tables. We show that the difficulty depends critically on the position of the network in the overall Internet topology, and that the operators with the greatest incentive to solve this problem are those for which the problem is hardest. Nonetheless, we show that suitable application of nonparametric inference techniques can solve this problem quite accurately. For certain networks, traffic existence information yields good accuracy, while for other networks an accurate approach uses the ‘distance’ between prefixes, according to a new network distance metric that we define. We then show how solving this problem leads to improved solutions for a particular application: traffic matrix completion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Operations.

Keywords: BGP, matrix completion.

1. INTRODUCTION
The global state of the Internet’s interdomain routing system at any instant is an almost unknowable mystery. Yet, absent this knowledge, a network operator cannot answer this very simple question: ‘Which routes pass through my network?’

Answering this simple question can be useful in many ways. For example, it can inform traffic engineering and capacity planning: when traffic loads change, operators would like to know whether the cause is a change in demand, or a routing change. From a security standpoint, knowing whether a route passes through one’s network can be used to identify packets with spoofed source addresses.

Knowing what routes pass through one’s network can also provide business intelligence, by shedding light on the routing behavior of customers and competitors. As a concrete example, consider a network A with competitor B. Suppose B has customer C and A would like to make a bid for C’s business. The price offered should depend on the proportion of C’s traffic that is already passing through A. A simple way to estimate this is to see what fraction of C’s routes are passing through A.

From a scientific standpoint, this question has basic appeal. It is equivalent to asking: ‘If I capture a traffic matrix from a particular network, and see a zero value in the (i, j) position, what does that mean?’

In this paper we develop methods to answer this visibility question, taking the standpoint of a single network operator. To discover whether the route from i to j passes through the operator’s network (i.e., is visible in the network), the operator has available two kinds of potentially useful information: observed traffic, and known BGP routes. While BGP provides knowledge of only a limited set of routes to each destination, observed traffic may potentially provide information about any source-destination pair. Hence our methods concentrate on the knowledge obtained from observed traffic. (More discussion of this issue appears in Section 8.)

Unfortunately, traffic only provides positive information about visibility: if traffic is observed flowing from i to j then (i, j) is known to be visible; but if no traffic is observed, then it is not possible to conclude anything about the visibility status of (i, j); i.e., traffic does not provide negative information about visibility. Thus the key question comes down to asking: if no traffic is observed from i to j, is it because the path from i to j does not pass through the observer, or because i is simply not sending traffic to j? Like Sherlock Holmes, we are interested in ‘the dog that didn’t bark.’

Our approach starts from simple intuition about how routes spread through the Internet; based on this understanding we develop a family of nonparametric classifiers. We show that different kinds of networks (essentially, networks in different tiers) require different instantiations of this classifier. We then show how to configure these classifiers for different kinds of networks, and demonstrate that we can answer our original question with a surprisingly high level of accuracy. We conclude with an example showing the utility of our classifier when applied to the traffic matrix completion problem.
2. OVERVIEW

Our central notion is visibility: we say that a source-destination pair \((i, j)\) is visible to \(x\) if, were \(i\) to send traffic to \(j\), the traffic would pass through \(x\). We refer to the AS whose owner wishes to infer visibility as the observer AS\(^1\). We use the term path to refer to the sequence of ASes taken along the route from a source (traffic generator) to a destination (traffic recipient). We naturally group addresses into prefixes as used in BGP, and associate prefixes with the ASes that appear at the end of their BGP routes. Hence, in what follows 'source' will mean 'source AS' or 'source prefix' (and likewise for 'destination'.)

For any given observer AS, we define the corresponding visibility matrix \(T\), which has sources on the rows and destinations on the columns, such that \(T(i, j) = 1\) iff the source-destination pair \((i, j)\) is visible to the observer, and zero otherwise. In our work, we assume that \(T\) is constant during the period of study; in practice we work with snapshots of \(T\).

Of course, the observer does not actually have access to \(T\). Instead the observer can measure traffic flowing through the network. We assume that traffic is measured over some fixed duration, and we organize measured traffic volumes into a matrix \(V\), with the same rows and columns as \(T\). For example, the value of \(V(i, j)\) may be the number of bytes sent from \(i\) to \(j\) during the measurement interval. We refer to \(V\) as the traffic matrix or volume matrix. The (positive) visibility information contained in \(V\) defines the observed visibility matrix \(M\), with \(M(i, j) = 1\) if \(V(i, j) > 0\), and zero otherwise. Thus, \(M\) encodes the incomplete visibility information that is learned from observing traffic.

Hence, \(M\) is an approximation to \(T\), with the property that if \(M(i, j) = 1\), then \(T(i, j) = 1\). However, if \(M(i, j) = 0\), then \(T(i, j)\) may be 0 or 1. Therefore, there are two types of zeros in the observed visibility matrix \(M\): true zeros and false zeros. A true zero occurs when \((i, j)\) is truly not visible; a false zero occurs when \((i, j)\) is actually visible, but not communicating. In notation: \(M(i, j)\) is a true zero if \(M(i, j) = 0\) and \(T(i, j) = 0\); it is a false zero if \(M(i, j) = 0\) and \(T(i, j) = 1\).

2.1 The Visibility-Inference problem

Our goal is to design a mechanism that outputs a matrix \(\hat{T}\) that is a better approximation of \(T\) than \(M\) is. We call \(\hat{T}\) the predicted visibility matrix, and we call the problem of inferring \(\hat{T}\) the Visibility-Inference problem. This is a classification problem that focuses on the zero-valued elements of \(M\), which we denote by \(Z\), i.e., \(Z = \{(i, j) | M(i, j) = 0\}\).

For every \((i, j) \in Z\), the classifier decides whether \((i, j)\) corresponds to a true zero or a false zero and sets \(\hat{T}(i, j) = 0\) or 1 respectively. In other words, our goal is to set the values of \(\hat{T}(Z)\) (i.e., the subset of the elements of \(\hat{T}\) that correspond to the indices in \(Z\)) in such a way that they agree with the corresponding values of \(T(Z)\).

To fix terminology, we consider a classification of \((i, j) \in Z\) that outputs \(\hat{T}(i, j) = 0\) to be a positive classification — the element is predicted to be, in fact, a true zero. Correspondingly, \(\hat{T}(i, j) = 1\) is a negative classification — the element is predicted to be a false zero.

The performance of a classifier can then be expressed in terms of True Positive Rate (TPR) and the False Positive Rate (FPR) of the predicted matrix \(\hat{T}\). TPR is the classifier’s accuracy on true zeros:

\[
\text{TPR} = \frac{\text{number of correctly classified true zeros}}{\text{total number of true zeros}}
\]

while 1–FPR is the classifier’s accuracy on false zeros:

\[
\text{FPR} = \frac{\text{number of incorrectly classified false zeros}}{\text{total number of false zeros}}
\]

Thus we can formally describe the Visibility-Inference problem as the task of forming a predicted matrix \(\hat{T}\) such that TPR is as close to 1 as possible and FPR is as close to 0 as possible.

The classifiers we develop will allow tradeoffs between TPR and FPR. To examine this tradeoff and thus assess the overall performance of the classifier, we use ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves [7]. The ROC curve of \(\hat{T}\) plots TPR versus FPR for different settings of the classifier. The ideal classifier operates at the upper-left point (0, 1). In order to describe the performance of the classifier over its entire range of settings with a single number, we use the area under the ROC curve of \(\hat{T}\) (AUC) which takes values between 0 and 1. An ideal classifier (one which can operate at the (0, 1) point) has an AUC of 1, and in general, the closer to 1, the better the prediction of \(\hat{T}\).

2.2 Our approach

Having defined our problem, we now discuss the basic intuition behind our approach. We start from the observation that at any given point in the Internet, there are groups of \((i, j)\) pairs that are routed similarly. This general idea is shown in Figure 1. For example, in some region of the Internet (say, a set of nearby ASes AS\(_1\), AS\(_2\), ...) one may often find a group of paths that all pass through AS\(_1\), and yet none passes through AS\(_2\). Another group may all pass through AS\(_2\) but none through AS\(_1\). At the highest level, our strategy is to identify path groups, and if traffic is observed on some paths in the group, infer that all members of the group are likely to be visible.

More concretely, for any given source-destination pair \((i, j)\), we look for other pairs that we believe to have a similar visibility status as \((i, j)\). We then use any knowledge we have about the other pairs to form a visibility estimate for \((i, j)\). Essentially, this is nearest-neighbor classification (with incomplete information). The principal challenge then becomes to properly identify which source-destination pairs are ‘neighbors’ to \((i, j)\).

On a high level, our classifier takes a specific form: given some \((i, j) \in Z\),

1. Select an \((i, j)\)-descriptive submatrix from \(M\). This
submatrix, denoted by \( M(S_i, D_j) \), is defined by the
set of sources \( S_i \) and destinations \( D_j \).

2. Compute the value of some structural property of
\( M(S_i, D_j) \). We call this the descriptive value \( \pi_{ij} \).

3. If the descriptive value is above a threshold, predict
\( \hat{T}(i, j) = 1 \); otherwise, predict \( \hat{T}(i, j) = 0 \).

This approach performs classification of each \( (i, j) \in Z \)
independently. Although more complicated mechanisms could
classify pairs jointly, our experimental evaluation indicates
that the independent approach yields very accurate predictions.

The goal of the first step is to find a submatrix \( M(S_i, D_j) \)
whose elements have a similar visibility status with respect
to the observer. In practice, we simplify this; we only re-
quire that sources in \( S_i \) are similar in some way, and that
destinations in \( D_j \) are similar in some way, with respect to
the observer. Of course, different kinds of similarity lead to
different classification. We use two types of similarity, based
different similarity: one based on structural properties
and the other based on proximity information — as encoded in
the observed visibility matrix. The second is based on proximity information — as encoded in
publicly available BGP tables. These two strategies are
described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

The second step evaluates different structural properties
of \( M(S_i, D_j) \). These properties are discussed in detail in
Sections 4 and 5; here we just note that these are simple
properties like the number of nonzero elements in \( M(S_i, D_j) \),
the size of \( M(S_i, D_j) \) or its density.

The third step classifies \( (i, j) \) based on whether its de-
scriptive value \( \pi_{ij} \) is above a threshold. By varying this
threshold, one can trade off TPR and FPR.

In practice, it is necessary to choose a threshold value to
configure the classifier. If the classifier is robust, there will
be a reasonably wide range of threshold values that yield
good results, so its accuracy will not be highly sensitive to
threshold settings. We show that this is the case for the
classifiers we develop in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6,
we show how to actually choose a threshold value based
on observable data, and we show that such automatically-
chosen threshold results in a highly-accurate classifier.

3. DATASETS

To evaluate our methods, we need a large survey of
ground-truth visibility matrices \( T \). To obtain these ma-
crices, we use a collection of BGP tables (collected on midnight
UTC on December 6th, 2011) obtained from the Routeviews

The full dataset is collected from 359 unique monitors; it
consists of over 48 million AS paths, and contains 454,804
unique destination prefixes. (Note that not all BGP tables
show paths to all prefixes.) Because these paths are the
active paths at the time of collection, each path represents
the sequence of ASes that traffic flows through when going
from the particular monitor to the path’s destination prefix.

Visibility Matrices. Using this data we construct visibility
matrices for every AS appearing in the dataset — 23,511
ASes. In order for visibility matrices to be comparable across
ASes, each matrix must be indexed by the same set of rows
and columns. From the full dataset, we select a subset of
monitors and a subset of prefixes such that new dataset con-
tains the AS path from every monitor to every prefix. This
results in 38 monitor ASes and 135,369 prefixes. For each of
the 23,511 ASes, we construct a 0-1 visibility matrix of size
38 \times 135,369. Thus, each visibility matrix has about 5.2
million entries; each matrix entry \((i, j)\) records the visibility
status of the pair (AS \( i \), prefix \( j \)).

In a given observer AS’s visibility matrix \( T \), an entry \((i, j)\)
is 1 if the path from AS \( i \) to prefix \( j \) contains the observer
AS, and 0 otherwise. Since we have all (5.2 million) active
paths from every monitor AS to every prefix, we know with
certainty the 0-1 value of every entry in \( T \) for every observer
AS. Of course, these visibility matrices are only a portion
of the complete visibility matrix for each observer, but each
provides millions of ground-truth values for validating our
methods.

For each ground-truth matrix \( T \), we also need an observed
visibility matrix \( M \), which differs from \( T \) by having some 1s
turned into (false) zeros. The number of false zeros in \( M \)
is affected by the duration over which traffic is observed.
Longer traffic observation periods result in smaller numbers
of false zeros, as additional source-destination pairs generate
observable traffic. Hence we study a range of false zeros, ex-
pressed as a fraction of visible elements (1s) in \( T \): from 10%
false zeros (corresponding to a long measurement period), to
95% false zeros (corresponding to a very short measurement
period). We generate false zeros by randomly flipping 1s in
\( T \) to zeros; the result becomes the observed visibility ma-
trix \( M \). We call the fraction of 1s flipped in \( M \) the flipping percentage. When the flipping percentage is small (10%)
classifiers have more information to work with; when the
flipping percentage rises to 95% classifiers have very little
information to work with and the classification problem is
quite challenging.

Our bit-flipping strategy models the case where the traffic
of each source-destination pair is independent of the others.
While this reflects the basic unpredictability of traffic pat-
terns, it is possible that correlations in traffic patterns could
affect the accuracy of our classifier. For that reason, we also
use another strategy: destination-based flipping. The goal
is to model the situation where a particular destination pre-
fix receives no traffic from any source — such as when there
are no hosts provisioned with addresses from the prefix. In
destination-based flipping, all of the 1s in an entire column
are flipped to zero.

Observer AS Types. An important fact is that the ar-
angement of 1s in the visibility matrix of an AS shows dis-
tinct patterns that depend on the AS’s topological location
in the AS graph. For instance, in the visibility matrix of
an AS that sits in the core of the graph, the 1-valued en-
tries are scattered relatively uniformly; in contrast, for an
AS that sits at the edge of the graph, the 1-valued entries
are clustered in a small set of rows and columns. This is a
natural consequence of the routing structure of the Internet.

Hence, as we will show in Sections 4 and 5, the topological
location of an AS affects the relative performance of different
classifiers. To distinguish ASes in different locations, we use
two metrics: node degree and k-shell number. We compute
these metrics using our BGP dataset; although these metrics
are sensitive to missing edges in the BGP graph, we only use
them for ranking ASes, not for quantitative comparisons.

Degree is the number of observed neighbors in the BGP
graph derived from our set of paths. K-shell number mea-
sures the centrality of a node in a graph [1]. It is computed
using the k-core decomposition, which separates the nodes of
4. THE VISIBILITY-BASED METHOD

We start our exploration of problem solutions by examining the most straightforward approach to inferring visibility of unknown entries, namely, making use of the observed visibility matrix. We term this the visibility-based method. We first describe the visibility-based method by showing how it instantiates the general strategy described in Section 2.2; then, we examine the method’s accuracy and applicability.

4.1 Method description

As described in Section 2.2, our general strategy seeks to find collections of source-destination pairs whose visibility status is likely to be similar to the target pair \((i, j)\). In this section we use the positive information in \(M\) directly, and ask “How many sources and destinations have (positive) visibility that is similar to the target \((i, j)\)?” To ask this question, we instantiate the generic method presented in Section 2.2 as follows:

**Submatrix selection:** Given \((i, j) \in Z\), the visibility-based method selects the \((i, j)\)-descriptive submatrix as:

\[
S_i = \{i\} \cup \{i' \mid M(i', j) = 1\} \quad \text{and} \quad D_j = \{j\} \cup \{j' \mid M(i, j') = 1\}.
\]

That is, the set \(S_i\) consists of \(i\) as well as all the sources that have been observed to send traffic to destination \(j\). Similarly, the set \(D_j\) contains \(j\) as well as all the destinations that have been observed to receive traffic from source \(i\). Then \(S_i\) and \(D_j\) define the submatrix \(M(S_i, D_j)\) that will be used to predict whether \(M(i, j)\) is a true or a false zero.

The intuition behind this method is as follows. Referring back to Figure 1, imagine a set of sources \(S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots\}\) that have similar behavior with respect to the observer. That is, paths from sources \(S\) to an arbitrary destination \(d\) all either go through the observer, or not. Then the pattern of 1s on the rows \(s \in S\) of \(M\) will be similar. Likewise, if there are destinations \(D\) with similar behavior, the patterns of 1s in the \(D\) columns will be similar. Hence, by choosing \(S_i\) and \(D_j\) according to the above rules, we select a submatrix which will tend to be large and contain many 1s when the target \((i, j)\) is a false zero.

**Structural properties:** There are a number of ways we might test the \((i, j)\)-descriptive submatrix \(M(S_i, D_j)\) to see whether it is large and contains a large number of 1s. These correspond to the following structural properties of \(M(S_i, D_j)\):

- **Size:** If \(|S_i| = s\) and \(|D_j| = d\), the size of \(M(S_i, D_j)\) is simply \(s \times d\).

- **Sum:** The sum of \(M(S_i, D_j)\) is the number of ones that appear in \(M(S_i, D_j)\).

- **Density:** The density of \(M(S_i, D_j)\) is the ratio of the sum to the size of \(M(S_i, D_j)\).

**Classification criterion:** The intuition behind this method suggests that when the \((i, j)\)-descriptive submatrix is small, or contains few 1s, then \((i, j)\) is likely a true zero; otherwise, it is likely a false zero. In practice we set a threshold \(\beta\) and our classifier becomes:

\[
\hat{T}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \pi_{ij} > \beta \quad \text{(False Zero)} \\
0 & \text{if } \pi_{ij} \leq \beta \quad \text{(True Zero).}
\end{cases}
\]

As already noted, in order for the classifier to be robust, there should be a significant region of \(\beta\) values over which TPR is close to 1 and FPR is close to 0.

4.2 Experimental results

Our experimental evaluation starts with the ground truth visibility matrices as described in Section 3. We test the classifier in each case on an equal number of true and false zeros, randomly selected – we test as many as possible while keeping the numbers equal, up to a limit of 2000 of each type. This balancing of test cases allows us to examine both TPR and FPR at the same resolution, and avoids bias stemming from the much larger set of true zeros than false zeros.

**Descriptive power of the Sum property.** To interpret the performance of the visibility-based method, it is helpful...
to start by looking at the Sum values for submatrices, comparing the case for true and false zeros. (We concentrate on the Sum metric for reasons explained below.) Here we use knowledge of the true and false zeros, obtained from ground truth, in order to gain insight on the method (of course, actual performance results do not use this knowledge).

Figure 3 shows the CDF of Sum values on a log (base 10) scale for true zeros (upper) and false zeros (lower). To interpret these figures in the context of our classification problem, one can visualize a classification threshold drawn as a single vertical line through both an upper and lower plot. On the upper plot, a good classifier will place the majority of the distribution to the left of the line (yielding low TPR); on the lower plot, the majority should be to the right of the line (yielding high TPR).

The figure shows that the best case is for the Edge networks, shown on the left. Here it can be seen than there is a significant range of thresholds – values between about 10 and 50 – which almost completely separate the true and false zeros, in all cases except the extreme 95% case. Even in the 95% case, there is a significant opportunity for separating the two classes (at a different threshold).

The Core-1000 networks are also generally separable at certain thresholds, but the Core-100 networks less so. Examining the reasons for the difference between the Edge and Core networks, we find the following. Networks in the Edge class are typically ‘stubs’ in the AS graph (or close to stubs). The paths passing through a stub network are typically only those with sources or destinations in the set of prefixes that are announced by the network. Likewise, paths passing through a network that is near the edge, but not a stub, are primarily those that have sources or destinations announced by an AS in the network’s customer cone. These situations correspond to a visibility matrix that is quite sparse, but having a few rows and columns that are almost completely filled.

In such cases, the Sum and Size properties behave similarly: for a true zero, both return very small values (Figure 3(a) upper) while for a false zero, both capture the 1s in the same row and column as \((i, j)\) resulting in large values (Figure 3(a) lower). This explains why we only show results for Sum – the results for Size are very similar, and the results for Density are poor because the density is nearly constant.

In contrast, for the highest-tier networks (Core-100, Figure 3(c)) the arrangement of 1s in \(M\) is much more complex because of the spreading of paths through the network core. In such an AS, many pairs are visible, so the likelihood of unrelated pairs having similar visibility is much higher than for Edge networks.

Classification accuracy. The differences between Edge and Core networks are reflected in the performance of the classifier. Figure 4 shows an ‘aggregate ROC’ curve across all networks in each set. The aggregate ROC is a composite constructed by collecting results for all \((i, j)\) pairs tested in all networks. While this curve does not reflect the performance of any actual network (those results are next), it serves to give an overall sense of the classifier’s performance.

The results show that it is possible to achieve excellent performance in the case of the Edge networks. Figure 4 shows a TPR of over 90% when FPR is zero, and an FPR of about 20% when TPR is 100%, for moderate flipping percentages. Thus, either the true or the false zeros can be labeled essentially perfectly, with small error for the other class. However, the picture is not so good for Core-1000 and Core-100 networks. For those networks, achieving TPR greater than about 95% requires a relatively high FPR, as high as 50% or more, even for moderate flipping percentages.

To give better insight into how the classifier performs in individual networks, we turn to Figure 5. In the Figure the AUC metric is used to judge the classifier’s performance on each network, and the resulting CDF of AUC across all networks is presented. The Figure shows that for moderate flipping percentages the AUC for Edge networks is almost...
always very close to 1, while for Core-1000 and Core-100 networks, up to half of the AUCs are less than 1.

These results show that for Edge networks, the visibility method is quite accurate. However, the same is not true for Core networks; such networks apparently require a more sophisticated approach. We develop such an approach in the next section.

5. THE PROXIMITY-BASED METHOD

The challenge presented by Core networks is that observed visibility patterns are not sufficiently helpful in finding source-destination pairs that are routed similarly to the \((i, j)\) target. In this section we develop a new distance metric for prefixes (sources and destinations) that helps infer visibility in such networks. We compute this metric using the limited amount of BGP state observable in publicly available datasets (as described in Section 3). We refer to this approach as the proximity method.

5.1 Routing-state distance

Intuitively, we seek a measure of distance (or dissimilarity) between prefixes. Our intent is that if the distance between prefixes is low, then we expect that paths to or from those prefixes have a similar visibility status for an arbitrary observer.

A natural measure of distance in this setting would be hop distance. Let prefixes \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) be announced by \(AS_1\) and \(AS_2\) respectively. Then the hop distance between \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) is simply the length of the path (e.g., shortest path) between \(AS_1\) and \(AS_2\) in the AS graph.

Unfortunately, this is a poor metric to use. One way to see this is simply to note that most ASes are very close in hop distance. For example, Figure 6(a) shows the distribution of hop distances for a random sample of 1000 AS-AS pairs in our data. Almost half of the hop distances are 1, 2, or 3. Such a metric clearly hides significant routing differences across prefix pairs.

What is needed is a metric that measures whether two prefixes are ‘routed similarly in general.’ To that end we define routing-state distance (RSD). First we define RSD formally, then we describe how we compute it in practice.

RSD: Definition. We start with a connected graph \(G = (V, E)\). We make the following assumption: for each source-destination pair \((x_1, x_2) \in \{V \times V\}\) we assume that there is a unique node \(x_i = \text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2)\), and that by following the \(\text{nexthop}(\cdot, x_2)\) function recursively, one will eventually reach \(x_2\). We assume as well that \(\text{nexthop}(x, x) = x\). Thus, \(\text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2)\) is the next node on the unique path from \(x_1\) to \(x_2\); and that path stops at \(x_2\).

We then define:

\[
\text{route}(x) = (\text{nexthop}(x_1, x), \text{nexthop}(x_2, x), \ldots, \text{nexthop}(x|V|, x))
\]

and:

\[
\text{rsd}(x_1, x_2) = \# \{x_i \mid \text{nexthop}(x_i, x_1) \neq \text{nexthop}(x_i, x_2)\}
\]

Intuitively, \(\text{route}(x)\) tells us what the ‘direction’ is to \(x\) from each node in the graph. Further, \(\text{rsd}(x_1, x_2)\) is the number of positions where the vectors \(\text{route}(x_1)\) and \(\text{route}(x_2)\) differ. Thus, two nodes which appear to most other nodes to be in the same ‘direction’ are considered close under the \(\text{rd}\) metric.

Referring again to Figure 1, assume that the next hop from \(d_1\) to each \(s_i\) is \(AS_1\), and that the next hop from \(d_2\) to each \(s_i\) is \(AS_2\). Then the nodes \(s_1, s_2, s_3\) would be considered close to each other under the \(\text{rd}\) metric. That is because \(d_1\) considers all the \(s_i\) to be in the same direction, as does \(d_2\).
RSD has a number of good properties. It is in fact a metric (it is symmetric, positive definite, and obeys the triangle inequality). Further, it can be applied to many different situations, as long as the notion of a unique next hop is satisfied (as for example when using shortest paths, or for many routing situations). And, unlike hop-distance, it is fine-grained – taking on a wide range of values (from 0 to many routing situations). And, unlike hop-distance, it is satisfied (as for example when using shortest paths, or for some AS pairs the \( \text{nexthop} \) is in the basis set). Hence \( \text{RSD} \) has a number of good properties. It is in fact a metric (proportional approximation).

**RSD and BGP.** We will compute the RSD between pairs of ASes, and then extend RSD to prefixes by noting the AS that announces the prefix. The general idea is to use the (comparatively small) set of publicly observable BGP paths to compute RSD. However, computing RSD from BGP data raises some implementation considerations. There are two main issues: (1) we cannot observe the \( \text{nexthop} \) function for every AS pair in the Internet; and (2) for some AS pairs the \( \text{nexthop} \) function is not uniquely defined.

The first issue concerns the fact that the publicly available BGP data consists (essentially) of paths from a set of monitor ASes to a large collection of prefixes. For any given AS pair \((x_1, x_2)\), these paths may not contain information about \( \text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2) \). We address this by approximating RSD. We make the following observation: some ASes have a much larger impact on RSD than others. For example, a stub AS has a highly uniform contribution to each \( \text{routestate} \) vector. If the stub AS \( x \) has a small set of providers, then for many AS pairs \((x_1, x_2)\), \( \text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2) = \text{nexthop}(x, x_2) \). Hence most ASes contribute little information to RSD.

Thus, we conclude that we can approximate RSD using a subset of all ASes, in particular those ASes with many neighbors; these ASes contribute the most information to RSD. We call these ASes the **basis set**. We select the basis set by identifying 77 ASes with the largest number of neighbors in our data. Happily, such ASes tend to appear on many paths in the publicly available data; hence we can often find \( \text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2) \) when \( x_1 \) is in the basis set.

To address the case when \( \text{nexthop}(x_1, x_2) \) is not available (for \( x_1 \) in the basis set), we performed extensive studies of the effect of missing \( \text{nexthop} \) information on RSD. Space does not permit a full summary of our findings; we note only that proportional approximation yields results that work well in practice. This approximation extends the \( \text{routestate} \) vector to include ‘don’t know’ elements. We then define \( \text{rsd}(x_1, x_2) \) as the fraction of known positions in which \( \text{routestate}(x_1) \) and \( \text{routestate}(x_2) \) differ, times the number of ASes in the basis set. This normalizes \( \text{rsd} \) so that it always ranges between zero and the size of the basis set.

The second issue is that for some AS pairs there is more than one next hop. This happens when an AS uses detailed routing policies (such as hot-potato routing) that are not strictly per-neighbor. That is, traffic destined for the same prefix may take different next hops depending on where it enters the network. We address this problem the same way as in [10], i.e., by introducing the notion of ‘quasi-routers.’ Using the algorithm in [10] we divide each AS in the basis set into a minimal set of quasi-routers such that for each (quasi-router, prefix) pair there is a unique next hop AS. This expands the size of the basis set from 77 to 243.

Having addressed these two issues, we can compute \( \hat{\text{rsd}} \) for each pair of prefixes in our dataset. In Figure 6(b) we show the RSD values for the same set of prefix pairs as in Figure 6(a) (sorted in increasing order in both cases). The steep slope on the left of the figure shows that RSD can make fine distinctions between prefix pairs. Furthermore, it is clear that RSD is not simply another measure of hop distance: Figure 6(c) shows a scatterplot of RSD versus hop distance, indicating that there is little relationship between the two metrics. A last observation about RSD applied to prefixes is that it can be interpreted as a generalization of the notion of BGP atoms [3]. A BGP atom is a set of prefixes which are routed the same way everywhere in the Internet; so a BGP atom is a prefix set in which each prefix pair has an RSD of zero.

### 5.2 Method description

Using RSD, we again instantiate the generic method presented in Section 2.2.

**Submatrix selection:** Given \((i, j) \in Z \) and threshold \( \tau \), the proximity method selects the \((i,j)\)-descriptive submatrix by selecting rows and columns from \( M \) that correspond to sources and destinations that are close to \( i \) and \( j \) respectively. That is,

\[
S_i = \{i\} \cup \{i' \mid \text{rsd}(i', i) \leq \tau\} \quad \text{and} \quad D_j = \{j\} \cup \{j' \mid \text{rsd}(j', j) \leq \tau\}.
\]

We explored various threshold values \( \tau \). Space does not permit reviewing those results, but we found that \( \tau = 50 \) works well in practice. As can be seen in Figure 6(b), this means that we are placing a relatively small subset of rows and columns into \( M(S_i, D_j) \).

**Structural properties:** As in the visibility-based approach we again compute the \( \text{SIZE} \), \( \text{SUM} \) and the \( \text{DENSITY} \) of the \( M(S_i, D_j) \) as input to the classifier. In this case, \( \text{SUM} \) and \( \text{DENSITY} \) prove to be equally effective discriminating features; we report only results for \( \text{SUM} \).
5.3 Experimental results

Classification criterion: The intuition behind the proximity method suggests that the target element (i, j) should have similar visibility to the paths captured in the M(Si, Dj) submatrix. Both SUM and DENSITY are large when the paths captured in M(Si, Dj) are visible; hence we use the same classification criterion as for the visibility method (Equation (1)).

5.3.1 Experimental results

We again start by examining the distribution of SUM values for submatrices M(Si, Dj), which are shown in Figure 7. The upper row of plots shows that in each set of ASes, the SUM metric is almost always zero when (i, j) is a true zero (i.e., more than 95% of the time). This makes sense, since the paths captured in M(Si, Dj) are similar to the path (i, j) in terms of routing behavior. For the case of false zeros, M(Si, Dj) is typically nonzero, but with different behavior for the Edge versus Core networks. The Core-1000 and Core-100 true-zero submatrices are easily separated from the false-zero submatrices. For moderate flipping levels, a threshold value anywhere in the range 1-10 is effective. However, for the Edge networks, there is no similarly good threshold.

This can be understood as follows. The proximity method is not effective for Edge networks because it typically selects only a small set of sources and destinations for inclusion in M(Si, Dj) – those that are close to i and j in terms of rsvd. Since Edge networks have sparse visibility matrices in general, the small size of M(Si, Dj) makes it possible that most or all 1s are flipped to zeros, leading to false zeros that are misclassified as true zeros. On the other hand, comparison of the top and bottom of Figure 7(b) and (c) shows that RSD is able to pick out those prefixes that are similar in routing behavior when the network is in the core and has denser visibility matrices, and this is what is needed for accurate classification.

The accuracy of classification in terms of aggregate ROC curves is shown in Figure 8. The figure shows that classification in general is very accurate for Core networks: for moderate flipping levels, accuracy is as high as 95% TPR with zero FPR. For Edge networks, as expected, classification accuracy is generally poorer, with an unavoidably nonzero FPR.

Figure 9 summarizes AUCs over all networks. For Edge networks, a significant number of AUCs are in the 0.5 range. An AUC of 0.5 is typically characteristic of a straight-line ROC curve from the origin to the upper-right corner. This happens when there is essentially no discriminatory power in
Inference based method is in fact clearly more refined method targeted specifically to networks in general, this motivates the flipping percentages, for as 95%. However, Figures 10(b) and (c) show that the rate classification rate even for flipping percentages as high based method is vastly preferable, and maintains an accuracy classification rate.

Figure 10(a) shows that for values of the former, in order to choose a threshold that will correctly classify the latter.

Therefore, we can use the distribution of the characteristic values of the former, in order to choose a threshold that will correctly classify the latter.

5.4 Comparison

The AUC means for both methods are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows that for Edge networks, the visibility-based method is vastly preferable, and maintains an accurate classification rate even for flipping percentages as high as 95%. However, Figures 10(b) and (c) show that the visibility-based method breaks down, especially for high flipping percentages, for Core networks. Since the Visibility-Inference problem is likely to be of more interest to Core networks in general, this motivates the effort to develop a more refined method targeted specifically to Core networks.

Figure 10 shows that this more refined method (proximity-based) is in fact clearly effective in both Core-1000 and Core-100 networks. For those networks, even at very high flip percentages, the proximity-based method using RSD is capable of AUCs that are nearly always close to 1.

6. CLASSIFICATION

The results in Sections 4 and 5 demonstrated both methods have high TPR and low FPR for large range of threshold values. Nonetheless, in practice we need to choose a threshold value (without access to ground-truth data). Here, we show that such a value can be picked automatically, by exploiting the information hidden in the 1s of the observed visibility matrix $M$.

The key idea is that, intuitively, we expect the descriptive submatrices of the 1-valued entries of $M$ to be similar to the descriptive submatrices of the false-zero entries of $M$. Therefore, we can use the distribution of the characteristic values of the former, in order to choose a threshold that will correctly classify the latter.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this strategy, we perform the following experiment. For each network in Edge, with visibility matrix $M$, we choose entries $M(i,j) = 1$ and form their corresponding $(i,j)$-descriptive submatrices using the methods described in Section 4.1. Then, we set the classification threshold to the low end of the distribution of SUM values obtained. Based on experience with the classifier, we selected the 3rd percentile of the distribution as a reasonable choice.

The leftmost part of Table 1 shows the the average (and standard deviation) of TPR and FPR of the visibility-based classifier across all the networks in Edge and for all four flipping percentages. The results show that the 3rd-percentile rule for picking the threshold value leads to average TPR of almost 1 and very small FPR for flip percentages up to 50%. Even for 95% flipping percentage, the average TPR drops only to 0.85 and the average FPR increases only to 0.17.

The last four columns of Table 1 show the same results for the Core-1000 and Core-100 networks. These results are obtained by performing the same experiment in those networks, with the only difference that the $(i,j)$-descriptive submatrices of the 1-valued entries of $M$ were obtained using the proximity-based method described in Section 5.2. We use the proximity-based method since it was identified to outperform visibility-based classification for these networks.

The results show again that a threshold set to the 3rd percentile of the sum of the descriptive submatrices of the 1-valued entries yields excellent average TPR and FPR for all flip percentages. Overall, these experiments confirm our intuition that the descriptive submatrices of the 1-valued entries of $M$ are similar to the submatrices of the false zeros, and that using this information to select the classifier threshold leads to excellent prediction accuracy.

The results above are for the random bit-flipping strat-
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of TPR and FPR for Edge, Core-1000 and Core-100; $3^{rd}$-percentile Sum threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flip %</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.99 (0.062)</td>
<td>0.032 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0.99 (0.061)</td>
<td>0.045 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.99 (0.067)</td>
<td>0.061 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>0.85 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.027)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of TPR and FPR for destination-based flipping on Edge and Core-100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Core-100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPR FPR</td>
<td>TPR FPR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 (0)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

egy, corresponding to the case where traffic for each source-destination pair is independent. As described in Section 3, we also consider the case of correlated bit-flipping, in which all of the 1s for a specific destination (column) are flipped to zero. For each AS in the Edge and Core-100 datasets, we applied this strategy 1000 times to a randomly chosen column. We report results for only the zeros in the chosen column, because classification accuracy of zeros outside of the chosen column is not significantly changed.

Table 2 shows the resulting classification accuracy, again using the visibility-based method for Edge networks and the proximity-based method for Core-100 networks. It shows that for Edge networks, essentially all zeros are classified as true zeros. This occurs because of the nature of the visibility-based method. In that method, the 1s in the same column and rows as the zero (i,j) determine the size of the submatrix. If the entire column is set to zero, the submatrix is necessarily too small to identify any false zeros. Note that classification accuracy for the rest of the matrix is not strongly affected, however.

The situation is quite different for the proximity-based method operating on Core-100 networks. Here the classifier performs quite well, with a high TPR and a FPR of almost zero. That is, even when traffic patterns are such that a destination prefix receives no traffic at all, the traffic patterns in similarly-routed prefixes are sufficient to accurately separate true and false zeros.

7. APPLICATION: TM COMPLETION

In Section 1, we described a number of reasons one might seek a solution to the Visibility-Inference problem. Here we demonstrate an example in depth: improving the accuracy of traffic matrix completion.

The problem. Traffic matrix (TM) completion refers to estimating traffic volumes that are not directly measurable, whether due to missing or dropped data [16], lack of visibility [2], or other reasons. The general notion builds on work in statistical signal processing [4] that has identified sufficient conditions and appropriate algorithms for estimating missing elements of a partially-observed matrix.

TM completion starts with a partially-observed traffic matrix $V$. The known (i.e., observed) entries of $V$ are the set $\Omega$. Using $\Omega$ one seeks to estimate the remaining, unknown elements of $V$. If ground truth is not available, TM completion accuracy can be assessed through cross-validation, i.e., by holding a subset $R \subset \Omega$ out as a validation set. Then, $\Omega \setminus R$ is given as input to the matrix-completion method, which predicts the entire matrix $\hat{V}$, including elements $R$. Accuracy is measured by the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) on the validation set $R$:

$$\text{NMAE}(R) = \frac{\sum_{(i,j) \in R} |V(i,j) - \hat{V}(i,j)|}{\sum_{(i,j) \in R} V(i,j)}.$$ 

Prior work on TM completion has been forced to treat zeros in $V$ as missing values (e.g., [2]). This is because, as we have discussed throughout this paper, lack of observed traffic for an element $(i,j)$ is ambiguous: it may or may not reflect a valid traffic measurement. Thus, a large amount of information – all false zeros in $V$, which represent valid traffic measurements – is thrown away. We demonstrate the significance of this loss, and the improvement possible with our classification methods, using LMaFit [15], a well-known matrix-completion algorithm.

Data. We use the traffic matrix $V$ described in Section 3; it comes from a large Tier-1 provider that is a member of the Core-100 set. We also use the corresponding ground-truth matrix $T$ for the same network, for validation (only). The only preprocessing we perform is to remove any rows and columns that are fully-zero in $V$, since it is well understood that matrix completion cannot estimate elements in such rows and columns. After this filtering step, we wind up with versions of $V$ and $T$ having 28 rows (source ASes) and 6198 columns (destination prefixes); $V$ has a density of about 4%.

Improving TM completion accuracy. To evaluate the benefit of solving Visibility-Inference in this setting, we consider four possible cases for TM completion:

Ground Truth (GT): TM completion using perfect knowledge of false zeros (valid zero-valued traffic measurements). So for GT the set of known entries given to LMaFit consists of $\Omega \setminus R$ plus the known false zero entries as given by $T$.

Visibility (Vis): TM completion after labeling false zeros via the visibility-based method. So for Vis the set of known entries given to LMaFit consists of $\Omega \setminus R$ plus the false zeros identified by the visibility-based method.

Proximity (Prox): TM completion after labeling false zeros via the proximity-based method. Input to LMaFit

We extend the notion of true and false zeros to $V$ by identifying them with the true and false zeros of $M$. This means that a false zero in $V$ is actually a valid traffic measurement; a true zero is not.
In this regard, it is important to note that our results are not of false zeros, i.e., as it has been done previously in the literature. In this case, the set of known entries given to LMaFit consists only of $\Omega \setminus R$.

Figure 11 shows the results, in which the fraction of $\Omega$ that is held out in $R$ is varied from 0.05 to 0.3 (denoted on the plots as the unknown ratio). All results are averages over 20 different cross-validation sets $R$. We expect the results to depend on the size of the TM elements being estimated; additional knowledge of zero-values has a bigger influence on estimation of small elements. Hence, in Figure 11(a) we report results for all values in $R$, while in Figure 11(b) we show results for small values (entries smaller than the median) and in Figure 11(c) we show results for large values.

The results show that knowledge of false zeros can significantly improve the accuracy of TM completion. Comparing NK and GT one sees that accuracy can be improved as much as a factor of 3.5 when predicting small values. With respect to our classifiers, as we expect, PROX outperforms VIS since this is a Core-100 AS. Most significantly, we observe that labeling false zeros using PROX yields improvements that are essentially the same as those obtained using ground truth.

8. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define and address the VISIBILITY-INFERENCE problem, whose goal is inferring visibility from traffic. Therefore, we are not aware of any existing methods that solve exactly the same problem. Despite the unique question prompting our work, our methods have connections to much previous work. Here, we discuss those connections as well as the limitations of our approach.

BGP paths. The analysis of the properties of observed BGP paths has a long history, initially enabled by the Routeviews project [14]. Our work draws on the notion of BGP Atoms [3], which resulted from the observation that some sets of prefixes are routed identically everywhere in the Internet. The specifics of how routing policies affect observed BGP paths have been studied extensively [10]; these studies informed our work and guided our adaptation of RSD to BGP data.

Data Limitations. It is well-known that publicly available BGP tables provide an incomplete view of the AS graph. This has been reported widely, and recently reviewed in [13]. In this regard, it is important to note that our results are not based on the AS graph; in fact, the way we use BGP data does not introduce ambiguities due to missing links. As we describe in Section 3, we construct visibility matrices over only the set of sources and destinations for which we have every active path between a source and a destination. Thus, we omit source-destination pairs for which our BGP data may be missing links, and we can have high confidence in the 0-1 status of each element of each ground-truth $T$ matrix.

While we cannot rule out inaccuracies due to configuration errors, false BGP advertisements, or path changes that have not yet reached the monitors, we believe that these issues have negligible effect on our results. In the few cases where we discuss the AS graph (Section 3) we only take from it qualitative, not quantitative observations.

The experiments we perform make the assumption that paths visible in BGP match those that are actually taken by traffic. It is known that this is not always the case [8]. However, as [8] notes, “the two AS paths usually match.” That paper shows that mismatches are rare — a few percent at most. Hence we don’t expect that these mismatches dramatically change our results.

Scaling Considerations. As noted in Section 2, we consider observers to be ASes rather than ISPs. We don’t believe this has a major impact on our results. While ISPs can certainly merge visibility and traffic information obtained from multiple ASes that they operate, such merging does not seem to fundamentally change the nature or difficulty of the VISIBILITY-INFERENCE problem. On the other hand, studying visibility at the AS level is natural because the AS is the granularity at which BGP selects routes.

Another issue concerns the scale of the full problem. The matrices we work with, although they have over 5 million elements, are small compared to a full Internet-wide matrix. A conservative estimate of the size of a full AS-prefix matrix is on the order of 5 billion elements. For our Tier-1 provider, the fraction of nonzero traffic elements in $V$ is about 0.1%. On the other hand, that provider’s data was based on a sampling rate of 1/1000; hence very many small elements of $V$ were lost due to the sampling process. So for the case of this provider, we can estimate that a day’s traffic occupies on the order of 5 million nonzero elements in $V$, and probably much more.

It is not clear the extent to which routing changes affect the estimation process. The notion of visibility itself can be attributed to an instant in time, during which routing changes are assumed to be negligible. However, the need to collect traffic to populate $M$ introduces sensitivity to routing changes. The effect of route changes is to inflate the number of 1s in $M$. The sensitivity of the inference process to this
inflation needs more study; we only note here that a small fraction of prefixes are responsible for most route changes; and those prefixes receive comparatively little traffic [11].

Additional Approaches. Finally, we ask whether there are other ways ISPs could attack this problem.

One direction, as mentioned in Section 2, is for ISPs to make note of the routes that they learn through BGP. How many entries in $\tilde{T}$ could the observer fill in using BGP-learned routes? From BGP, the observer learns a path to each destination from each of its neighbors. Each path as well contains sub-paths. This implies that the number of $\tilde{T}$ elements that can be learned in this way for any given destination is equal to the number of unique ASes found in all neighbor paths to the destination. Experience with BGP suggests that this is not usually a large number, except for the small set of ASes with very high degree. For example, for each of the Routeviews monitors, the average number of elements per destination that can be learned by such a method is $\sim40$. In comparison, for ASes in the Core-1000 set, the average number of elements per destination potentially visible through traffic observation is $\sim500$. Thus, we believe that BGP-learned paths are likely to add only incremental improvement to estimation of $\tilde{T}$.

Another approach would be for ISPs to use information about the volume of traffic observed. The general idea is to assume a distributional model for traffic – one which includes a nonzero probability that a traffic element is zero. One then models the observed data as a mixture of the values taken from two sources: the assumed traffic distribution (which generates false zeros), and an additional source of (true) zeros. Such ‘zero-inflated’ models are used, for example in ecology, in settings loosely analogous to the Visibility-Inference problem [9]. Taking this approach requires imposition of modeling assumptions, with all the difficulties that accompany it: addressing the model selection problem, estimating parameters, and assessing confidence in the results. However the potential exists to estimate the number of false zeros via this sort of method. While this approach presents many hurdles, a considerable amount of theory has been developed around how to do this in various settings, and some issues relevant to traffic models are being addressed [6].

9. CONCLUSIONS

We started from the simple question ‘what routes pass through a network?’ We showed that using the network’s traffic data to answer this question is equivalent to identifying source-destination pairs that are not communicating at a given time.

Answering these questions prompted us to look for ways to identify sets of source-destination paths that are routed similarly in general. This can be thought of as an considerable generalization of the notion of BGP atoms: rather than groups of prefixes that are routed identically, we look for groups of paths that are routed similarly. Surprisingly, we show that such groups of paths can be identified in a large set of representative locations in the Internet.

A key enabling idea has been the definition of a new distance metric for network prefixes: routing-state distance. Using it we were able to extrapolate from the relatively small amount of information available in publicly accessible BGP tables to estimate routing similarity between any two prefix pairs in the Internet.

We realized these ideas in the form of a family of classifiers; applying these classifiers to traffic measurements we showed that one can generally answer our motivating question with a high degree of accuracy.

While a number of challenges remain and considerable additional work is warranted, we are hopeful that the methods we develop here can improve knowledge of route visibility and further inform both operators and researchers.
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